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Welcome to Hong Kong, a vibrant and eclectic city that seamlessly blends traditional Chinese
culture with a modern urban landscape. Drawing inspiration from popular influencers who have
explored every nook and cranny, we have compiled an epic list of incredible experiences to make
the most of your visit. Whether you're a food lover, culture enthusiast, or adventure seeker, get
ready to embark on an unforgettable journey!

Hong Kong, a vibrant city where Eastern traditions harmoniously blend with Western influences,
offers a plethora of luxurious experiences that will leave any traveler in awe. From
Michelin-starred dining to indulgent spa treatments, here is a comprehensive guide.

1. Stay at The Peninsula Hong Kong - Renowned for its timeless elegance, this iconic hotel
boasts panoramic views of Victoria Harbor. Enjoy impeccable service, luxurious amenities, and a
menu of exclusive experiences tailor-made for esteemed guests. Tip: Treat yourself to their
famous afternoon tea in the exquisite Lobby Lounge.

2. Take a Helicopter Ride - Witness a breathtaking aerial view of Hong Kong's stunning skyline
and picturesque landscapes. Soar above the city's towering skyscrapers and experience the thrill
of this unforgettable adventure.

3. Dine at L'Atelier de Joël Robuchon - Savor culinary excellence at this three Michelin-starred
restaurant. Experience the artistry of Chef Joël Robuchon's signature dishes, where innovative
flavors and meticulous techniques come together to create unforgettable gastronomical
masterpieces.



4. Visit Sky100 - The city's highest indoor observation deck offers a stunning 360-degree
panorama of Hong Kong's skyline. Capture Instagram-worthy photos, test your knowledge with
interactive exhibits, and enjoy the stunning lights during the Symphony of Lights show.

5. Indulge in a Spa Treatment at The Ritz-Carlton Hong Kong - Pamper your senses with a
luxurious spa experience overlooking the city. Choose from a range of treatments, including
traditional Chinese therapies, and invigorate your mind and body in an oasis of serenity.

6. Shop in Admiralty at Luxury Boutiques - Discover designer brands and luxury shopping in
Admiralty, home to high-end malls such as Pacific Place. Explore stylish boutiques, flagship
stores, and fine jewelry shops to find the latest fashion trends.

7. Take a Private Yacht Tour to Sai Kung - Embark on a private yacht and cruise to Sai Kung.
Bask in the natural beauty of the surrounding islands, indulge in delicious seafood, and explore
pristine beaches in this hidden gem of Hong Kong.

8. Experience a Traditional Tea Ceremony - Immerse yourself in Chinese culture and participate
in a traditional tea ceremony. Learn about the art of tea-making and its significance in Chinese
heritage while enjoying the calming rituals and flavors.

9. Cocktails with a View at Ozone Bar - Perched atop The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong, Ozone Bar
offers panoramic vistas from the highest bar in the world. Sip on exotic concoctions and watch
Hong Kong's bustling skyline come alive as the sun sets.

10. Explore Victoria Peak and Lugard Road - Take the iconic Peak Tram to the summit of
Victoria Peak. Once there, stroll along Lugard Road, a scenic promenade encircling the peak,
offering awe-inspiring views of the city skyline and Victoria Harbor.

11. Enjoy a Dim Sum Feast at Lung King Heen - Savour world-class dim sum at this three
Michelin-starred restaurant within the Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong. Delight in an array of
flavorsome morsels, expertly crafted using fresh ingredients and innovative techniques.

12. Attend a Symphony at the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra - Immerse yourself in the
magic of music by attending a performance at Hong Kong's acclaimed Philharmonic Orchestra.
Enjoy the harmonies while surrounded by an exquisite concert venue.

13. Take a Day Trip to Macau - Escape for a day to the "Las Vegas of the East." Macau offers
luxurious resorts, glamorous casinos, and a fusion of Portuguese and Chinese heritage. Visit
popular landmarks like the Ruins of St. Paul's and enjoy a Michelin-starred dining experience.

14. Spend an Afternoon at Repulse Bay - Relax in style at Repulse Bay, one of Hong Kong's
most beautiful beaches. Soak up the sun, indulge in a beachside massage, or unwind with a
refreshing cocktail at one of the upscale beachfront cafés.

15. Explore the Art Scene at Tai Kwun - Visit Tai Kwun, a heritage and arts center occupying the
revitalized former Central Police Station compound. Discover contemporary artworks,
exhibitions, and performances while appreciating Hong Kong's cultural side.



16. Dine at T'ang Court - Located within The Langham Hong Kong, this three Michelin-starred
restaurant offers an elevated Cantonese dining experience. Savor delicate flavors from a menu
that harmonizes traditional and contemporary culinary techniques.

17. Take a Luxury Harbour Cruise - Charter a private luxury yacht and cruise along Victoria
Harbour for a memorable sunset experience. Enjoy unobstructed views of Hong Kong's
captivating skyline and indulge in a gourmet dinner while sailing through the shimmering waters.

18. Marvel at the Big Buddha and Ngong Ping 360 - Ascend to the towering heights of the Tian
Tan Buddha, also known as the Big Buddha, perched upon Lantau Island. Take the Ngong Ping
360 cable car to enjoy breathtaking aerial views during your journey.

19. Watch Horse Racing at Happy Valley Racecourse - Enjoy the thrill of high-stakes horse
racing at the historic Happy Valley Racecourse. Place your bets, soak in the electric atmosphere,
and revel in the excitement of a truly unique Hong Kong experience.

20. Visit the Dragon's Back Trail - Immerse yourself in Hong Kong's natural splendor by
embarking on the Dragon's Back Trail, a scenic hiking route offering panoramic views of the
coastline, lush mountains, and picturesque scenery.

21. Indulge in a Culinary Tour of Sham Shui Po - Delve into the heart of Hong Kong's street food
culture with a guided tour of Sham Shui Po. Sample mouth-watering local delicacies, learn about
traditional culinary practices, and interact with local vendors.

22. Attend the Hong Kong International Film Festival - Join film enthusiasts from around the
world at Asia's oldest international film festival. Witness exclusive film premieres, attend Q&A
sessions with influential filmmakers, and immerse yourself in the vibrant world of cinema.

23. Dine at Caprice - Experience legendary fine dining at Caprice, a three Michelin-starred
restaurant located in the Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong. Savor exceptional French cuisine,
meticulously crafted with the finest ingredients, complemented by an extensive wine list.

24. Explore the Antique Markets of Hollywood Road - Stroll through the charming alleys of
Hollywood Road and discover a plethora of antique shops, art galleries, and curiosities. Uncover
hidden treasures, unique artifacts, and timeless pieces to add a touch of luxury to your home.

25. Enjoy a Symphony of Lights Cruise - Embark on a luxurious evening cruise through Victoria
Harbour to witness the world-renowned Symphony of Lights show. Indulge in a gourmet dinner,
accompanied by live entertainment, as you marvel at the illuminated city skyline.

What the influencers recommend:

1. "Experience panoramic views of Hong Kong from Victoria Peak, a stunning vantage point that
will take your breath away." - @TravelWithSarah



2. "Discover the historical streets of Central, from the charming Man Mo Temple to the quirky
antique shops of Hollywood Road." - @CultureCollector

3. "Indulge in a culinary adventure at Temple Street Night Market, a street food paradise where
you can savor local delicacies galore." - @FoodieFeast

4. "Take a stroll through Tai O Fishing Village, a hidden gem where old traditions meet
picturesque scenery." - @WanderingSoul

5. "Immerse yourself in the vibrant colors and lively atmosphere of Hong Kong's street markets,
particularly the Mong Kok Market." - @BargainHunter

6. "Embark on a scenic hike along the Dragon's Back trail, offering breathtaking views of Hong
Kong's stunning coastline." - @OutdoorExplorer

7. "Attend the Symphony of Lights, the world's largest permanent light and sound show,
illuminating Hong Kong's stunning skyline every evening." - @LightEnthusiast

8. "Explore Tai Kwun, a revitalized heritage site that blends art, history, and culture in one." -
@ArtAdventurer

9. "Don't miss out on the iconic Star Ferry ride across Victoria Harbour, offering unparalleled
views of the cityscape." - @ExplorerAdrift

10. "Catch a traditional Hong Kong-style movie at one of the city's historic cinemas, like
Broadway Cinematheque in Yau Ma Tei." - @MovieBuff

11. "Witness the mesmerizing sea of blooms at the Hong Kong Flower Show if you visit in
March." - @FlowerLover

12. "Spend a day at Disneyland Hong Kong, a fairy-tale escape where dreams come true for both
young and young at heart." - @AdventureSeeker

13. "Explore the enchanting Po Lin Monastery and pay a visit to the awe-inspiring Tian Tan
Buddha, also known as the Big Buddha." - @SpiritualJourney

14. "Take a tram ride up to The Peak for a nostalgic journey back in time, enjoying the city's
stunning landscape along the way." - @NostalgiaSeeker

15. "Discover Hong Kong's vibrant street art scene in Sheung Wan and Central, and uncover
hidden murals by local and international artists." - @StreetArtEnthusiast

16. "Get lost amidst the colorful stalls of the Ladies' Market, a shopper's paradise offering
everything from clothes to accessories." - @Shopaholic

17. "Embark on a boat tour around the Sai Kung Peninsula, uncovering hidden beaches, remote
islands, and dramatic rock formations." - @ExplorerExtraordinaire

18. "Try a traditional dim sum feast at Tim Ho Wan, one of the world's cheapest Michelin-starred
restaurants." - @FoodieDelight



19. "Get an adrenaline rush at Ocean Park Hong Kong, a marine-themed amusement park
entwined with thrilling rides." - @AdrenalineJunkie

20. "Go hiking at Lantau Island's Sunset Peak during sunrise or sunset for awe-inspiring views
that will leave you speechless." - @HikingEnthusiast

21. "Marvel at the architecture of Hong Kong's skyscrapers from the Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade,
as the cityscape twinkles in neon lights at night." - @CityLover

22. "Escape the hustle and bustle of the city with a day trip to Lamma Island, where you can
savor fresh seafood by the waterfront." - @IslandExplorer

23. "Visit the Ten Thousand Buddhas Monastery in Sha Tin, home to an impressive collection of
golden statues." - @SpiritualSeeker

24. "Get lost in the vibrant colors and fragrances of the Yuen Po Street Bird Garden, an oasis
within the city." - @NatureLover

25. "Attend the Dragon Boat Festival in Hong Kong, held annually in June, and witness thrilling
races and cultural performances." - @CulturalEnthusiast

26. "Enjoy a peaceful hike at the Quarry Bay Tree Walk, surrounded by lush greenery within the
heart of the city." - @NatureExplorer

27. "Spend a day exploring the historic walled village of Kat Hing Wai, where time seems to
stand still." - @HeritageEnthusiast

28. "Indulge in a relaxing foot massage at one of Hong Kong's renowned massage parlors, like
Ten Feet Tall." - @WellnessAddict

29. "Wander through the vibrant streets of Mong Kok, exploring the quirky shops and lively
markets." - @StreetWanderer

30. "Get a taste of old Hong Kong at Lin Heung Tea House, serving traditional dim sum in the
heart of Sheung Wan." - @FoodTraditions

31. "Visit the Hong Kong Museum of Art, where immersive exhibitions showcase the rich
cultural heritage of this dynamic city." - @ArtLover

32. "Embark on a traditional junk boat cruise around the islands of Hong Kong, watching the sun
set over the azure waters." - @SailingEnthusiast

33. "Visit Tai Mo Shan, Hong Kong's highest peak, for an epic sunrise or sunset hike with
breathtaking panoramic views." - @AdventureSoul

34. "Uncover the historical secrets of the Kowloon Walled City Park, a tranquil space that pays
homage to its fascinating past." - @HistoryBuff

35. "Explore the vibrant neighborhood of Sham Shui Po, known for its bustling street markets
and mouthwatering street food." - @LocalExperience



36. "Head to Cheung Chau Island during the annual Bun Festival, where you can witness the
incredible Bun Scrambling Competition." - @CulturalCelebrations

37. "Catch a mesmerizing Hong Kong Ballet performance at the iconic Hong Kong Cultural
Centre in Tsim Sha Tsui." - @BalletEnthusiast

38. "Visit the Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb Museum, offering a glimpse into ancient Hong Kong's
burial customs." - @ArchaeologyEnthusiast

39. "Explore the historic neighborhood of Stanley, browsing the renowned Stanley Market and
relaxing by the waterfront promenade." - @TranquilEscapes

40. "Experience the exhilarating nightlife of Lan Kwai Fong, a bustling street filled with lively
bars and clubs." - @NightlifeLover

41. "Discover the unique blend of Eastern and Western cultures at Western Market, an
architectural gem filled with boutique shops." - @CultureCrossover

42. "Take a nostalgic tram ride along Hong Kong Island's streets, providing a glimpse into the
city's rich heritage." - @TramEnthusiast

43. "Learn about traditional Chinese medicine at the Hong Kong Museum of Medical Sciences,
showcasing the city's healing heritage." - @HealthEnthusiast

44. "Embark on a thrilling cable car ride to Ngong Ping Village, where you can explore the
cultural theme park and visit the famed Big Buddha." - @AdventureSeeker

45. "Watch a thrilling horse race at Happy Valley Racecourse, a historic venue dating back to
1845." - @SportingEnthusiast

46. "Experience the tranquil oasis of Nan Lian Garden, a meticulously designed green space
offering respite from the bustling city." - @GardenLover

47. "Enjoy a cocktail at the historic Captain's Bar in Mandarin Oriental, where Hemingway used
to pen his stories." - @CocktailAficionado

48. "Explore the vibrant neighborhood of Sai Ying Pun, an up-and-coming area known for trendy
coffee shops and vibrant street art." - @HipsterHideout

49. "Immerse yourself in the cultural wonders of the Hong Kong Museum of History, spanning
over 400 million years of local heritage." - @HistoryEnthusiast

50. "Savor a traditional Hong Kong breakfast at a cha chaan teng, serving specialties like milk
tea, French toast, and egg custard buns." - @FoodieExperience

Conclusion:

As you explore Hong Kong, guided by these influential voices, immerse yourself in the city's
vivid tapestry of culture, history, and culinary delights. From breathtaking views to hidden gems,



this guide promises an unforgettable journey that will leave you yearning to return and explore
more of Hong Kong's charms that await around every corner.

Guide to Packing for a Luxury Trip to Hong Kong

Hong Kong is a bustling metropolis renowned for its stunning skyline, vibrant street markets,
and a rich blend of Eastern and Western cultures. If you are a luxury traveler planning to visit
Hong Kong for a week-long trip, it is essential to pack strategically to ensure a comfortable and
stylish experience.

1. Clothing:

- Lightweight and breathable clothing: Hong Kong's tropical climate can be hot and humid,
especially during the summer months. Pack light, airy fabrics like cotton and linen to stay
comfortable.

- A few formal outfits: Hong Kong boasts a thriving luxury fashion scene, and you may want to
indulge in upscale dining experiences or attend exclusive events. Make sure to pack a couple of
elegant outfits for such occasions.

- Comfortable shoes: Hong Kong is a city best explored on foot. Pack a pair of comfortable yet
stylish shoes for walking around the city and visiting popular attractions.

2. Travel Accessories:

- A high-quality, lightweight suitcase: Invest in a durable suitcase with wheels to ensure easy
mobility throughout your trip. Opt for a model that suits your specific needs.

- Travel-sized toiletries: Pack travel-sized versions of your favorite toiletries, including shampoo,
conditioner, lotion, and any other essentials. Hong Kong's luxury hotels usually provide
high-quality toiletries, but having your preferred products can make your stay more enjoyable.

- Universal power adapter: Hong Kong uses a different power outlet design (UK-style three-pin)
than most countries. Bring a universal power adapter to avoid any inconvenience.

3. Gadgets and Electronics:

- Smartphone: Keep your smartphone handy for navigation, communication, and capturing
beautiful moments in the city. Consider downloading local apps like MTR Mobile, OpenRice,
and Uber to navigate easily.

- Camera: Hong Kong's stunning skyline, Victoria Harbour, and bustling streets offer countless
photo opportunities. Bring a good-quality camera to capture these iconic sights.

- Portable charger: Hong Kong offers numerous attractions that may require substantial
smartphone usage. To avoid having your battery drain during a day of exploration, carry a
portable charger to keep your devices powered up.



4. Personal Items:

- Travel documents: Ensure you have all necessary travel documents, including passports, visas,
tickets, and hotel reservations. Also, consider keeping digital copies on your smartphone or cloud
storage.

- Travel insurance: While it is advisable for every traveler, luxury travelers should ensure they
have comprehensive travel insurance to protect against any unforeseen circumstances.

- Money and cards: Though credit cards are widely accepted in Hong Kong, it's always handy to
have some local currency (HKD) for small transactions and tipping.

5. Miscellaneous:

- Sunscreen and sunglasses: Hong Kong can get sunny, so pack sunscreen with a high SPF to
protect your skin. Don't forget to bring a stylish pair of sunglasses for both fashion and eye
protection.

- Travel guidebooks: Carry a Hong Kong travel guidebook to enhance your understanding of the
city's culture, history, and attractions. It can also help you plan day trips to nearby locations like
Macau or Lantau Island.

Remember, Hong Kong is a fashion-forward destination, so take the opportunity to showcase
your personal style. This packing guide will ensure you have all the essentials to make your
luxury travel experience in Hong Kong both comfortable and glamorous. Bon voyage!

Off-the-Tourist-Trail Activities in Hong Kong:

1. Visit Chi Lin Nunnery: Explore the serene Buddhist temple complex with its beautiful
gardens, lotus ponds, and exquisite architecture in Diamond Hill.

2. Join a Cantonese Opera Class: Learn the elegant art of Cantonese opera, including costume
dressing, makeup, and basic techniques, at Sunbeam Theatre.

3. Explore Ten Thousand Buddhas Monastery: Ascend the steep path lined with thousands of
golden Buddha statues leading to this hidden gem in Sha Tin.

4. Hike in Pat Sin Leng Nature Trail: Escape the city's hustle and bustle by trekking through the
picturesque Pat Sin Leng mountain range, offering breathtaking views.

5. Visit Peng Chau Island: Take a ferry to this idyllic island with its traditional fishing village,
charming streets, and beautiful coastal views.

6. Discover the abandoned village of Ma Wan: Explore this eerie ghost town, once home to
fishermen, now deserted and overrun by nature.

7. Stroll through Kowloon City Walled Park: Uncover the remnants of the ancient Kowloon City
wall while enjoying the serene gardens and Chinese architecture.



8. Explore the Hong Kong Heritage Museum: Dive into Hong Kong's history and culture through
a vast collection of artifacts, interactive exhibits, and art.

9. Join a Tai Chi class at Victoria Park: Feel the morning tranquility while learning the ancient
martial art of Tai Chi from local masters.

10. Watch the horse races at Happy Valley: Experience the adrenaline and excitement of horse
racing, a favorite pastime among locals.

11. Visit the Flower Market in Prince Edward: Immerse yourself in a vibrant sea of colorful
blossoms, aromatic herbs, and exotic plants.

12. Hike Dragon's Back: Embark on one of Hong Kong's most breathtaking trails, offering
panoramic views of the city, lush landscapes, and stunning coastline.

13. Explore Lamma Island's fishing villages: Enjoy a peaceful day on this car-free island, tasting
fresh seafood and immersing yourself in local village life.

14. Dine at a Dai Pai Dong: Savor authentic Hong Kong cuisine in open-air street food stalls,
enjoying local delicacies such as clay pot rice and roast goose.

15. Visit the Hong Kong Railway Museum: Uncover the captivating history of Hong Kong's
railway system through fascinating exhibits and vintage trains.

16. Explore the Nam Shan Estate Rooftop Garden: Ascend to the rooftop garden of this public
housing estate in Shek Kip Mei to enjoy panoramic city views.

17. Visit the Sam Tung Uk Museum: Step back in time at this restored Hakka walled village,
which offers insights into Hong Kong's rural heritage.

18. Discover the enchanting forests of Shing Mun Reservoir: Take a peaceful hike through lush
woodlands, waterfalls, and picturesque reservoirs.

19. Explore the Hong Kong Science Museum: Unleash your inner scientist at this interactive
museum, where you can participate in hands-on experiments and activities.

20. Attend a performance at Hong Kong City Hall: Enjoy dance, music, or theater performances
by local artists at this prestigious cultural hub.

21. Explore the Hong Kong Maritime Museum: Dive into the city's maritime heritage with
exhibits ranging from ancient shipwrecks to contemporary maritime art.

22. Take a ferry to Cheung Chau Island: Explore this charming island, famous for its annual Bun
Festival, traditional seafood, and quaint alleys.

23. Discover the Hong Kong Museum of Medical Sciences: Learn about the development of
medicine and healthcare in Hong Kong through historical artifacts.

24. Enjoy traditional tea at Flagstaff House Museum of Tea Ware: Sip tea, learn about Chinese
tea culture, and admire antique teaware in this serene museum.



25. Watch a sunset at the Hong Kong Observation Wheel: Capture breathtaking panoramic views
of the city skyline as the sun sets, creating vibrant hues across Victoria Harbor.

Enjoy these unique experiences in Hong Kong, venturing beyond the traditional tourist trail to
discover the city's hidden gems and cultural treasures!

Places to Go Shopping in Hong Kong

1. Causeway Bay: This bustling neighborhood is home to Times Square, an expansive shopping
complex with a wide range of international and local brands.

2. Tsim Sha Tsui: Explore the iconic Harbor City mall, which houses over 700 shops, offering
everything from luxury goods to popular global brands.

3. Mongkok: Navigate through a maze of vibrant street markets, including the Ladies' Market,
Sneaker Street, and the Goldfish Market, offering an array of fashion, accessories, and unique
finds.

4. Central: Explore The Landmark, an upscale shopping center with numerous luxury flagship
stores and high-end boutiques.

5. Pacific Place: Located in Admiralty, this premium shopping mall hosts a mix of high-end
fashion brands, fine dining establishments, and a cinema.

6. Kowloon City: Experience the famous Dragon Centre, a large mall with fashion, electronics,
and food options, attracting both locals and tourists.

7. Stanley Market: Visit this lively market on the south of Hong Kong Island to discover a
variety of souvenirs, clothing, artwork, and home decor.

8. IFC Mall: Situated atop Hong Kong Station, this premier shopping destination features
luxurious brands, gourmet supermarkets, and stunning waterfront views.

9. Sham Shui Po: Discover a multitude of textile wholesalers and accessories retailers in this
district, ideal for bargain hunting and fabric enthusiasts.

10. Times Square: A must-visit in Causeway Bay, this massive shopping mall offers a range of
international brands, trendy boutiques, and entertainment options.

11. Landmark Prince's: Located in the heart of the Central district, it houses a diverse selection of
luxury fashion, accessories, and lifestyle stores.

12. Citygate Outlets: Head to Tung Chung for a fantastic outlet experience, with over 80
international brands and discounted prices on fashion, sports, and home goods.

13. Temple Street Night Market: Browse through stalls selling everything from clothing to
electronics while enjoying the lively atmosphere and street food in this famous night market.



14. Langham Place: A shopper's paradise in Mongkok, this vertical mall offers a unique
shopping experience with its modern architecture and a mix of high-street and local brands.

15. Lee Gardens: A collection of shopping malls in Causeway Bay, with Hysan Place as its
centerpiece, housing popular international brands, beauty outlets, and dining options.

16. Sogo: Explore this Japanese department store's flagship in Causeway Bay, known for its wide
range of high-quality fashion, cosmetics, and home decor.

17. Elements: Located above the Kowloon Station, this mall attracts luxury shoppers with its
prestigious brand offerings and luxury cinema experience.

18. Harbour City: Wander through this vast shopping complex in Tsim Sha Tsui, featuring an
enormous range of international and local brands, alongside fine dining options.

19. Fa Yuen Street Market: Stroll along this market in Mongkok, famous as the Sneaker Street, to
find a wide selection of sneakers, sportswear, and accessories.

20. Fashion Walk: Nestled in the heart of Causeway Bay, this fashion-focused street features
boutiques, concept stores, and trendy brands.

21. Times Square Bazaar: Inside Times Square, visit this bazaar for unique handicrafts,
souvenirs, and artsy finds from local independent designers and eclectic retailers.

22. The One: Experience this striking mall in Tsim Sha Tsui, boasting a curated selection of local
and international fashion brands, lifestyle stores, and dining options.

23. Cat Street: Wander through this iconic market in Sheung Wan, also known as Upper Lascar
Row, for antiques, vintage finds, and curiosities.

24. Horizon Plaza: Located in Ap Lei Chau, this warehouse complex houses outlet stores
offering discounted designer furniture, fashion, and home decor.

25. Yue Hwa Chinese Products: A four-story department store in Jordan, offering a vast array of
Chinese cultural products, handicrafts, Chinese medicine, and more.

Note: Hong Kong's dynamic retail landscape may change, and it's always recommended to check
for any updated information before visiting these locations.

Must-Try Restaurants in Hong Kong

Hong Kong is a food lover's paradise, boasting a culinary scene that is diverse, vibrant, and
simply outstanding. From traditional dim sum to international cuisines, the city offers an array of
dining options that are bound to leave your taste buds tingling.

1. Tim Ho Wan - Known as the 'world's cheapest Michelin-starred restaurant,' indulge in their
delightful dim sum creations.



2. Lung King Heen - Hong Kong's first-ever three Michelin-starred restaurant, renowned for
exquisite Cantonese cuisine.

3. Yardbird - Experience flavorsome and modern Japanese yakitori, paired with a unique
selection of drinks.

4. The Chairman - Enjoy authentic Cantonese cuisine prepared with meticulously sourced local
ingredients.

5. Yat Lok - Delve into the city's best roast goose, alongside other sumptuous Cantonese
barbecue dishes.

6. Tsim Chai Kee - Savor a hearty bowl of Hong Kong-style wonton noodle soup at this popular
local joint.

7. Ho Lee Fook - Sample their modern take on Chinese cuisine, blending flavors and techniques
from around the world.

8. Din Tai Fung - Taste their famous xiaolongbao, juicy steamed dumplings filled with various
flavors.

9. Kam's Roast Goose - Relish their succulent roast goose, cooked to perfection using a secret
recipe.

10. Little Bao - Treat yourself to innovative and mouthwatering baos (Chinese steamed buns)
with a contemporary twist.

11. Mott 32 - Experience a fine dining journey showcasing a combination of Cantonese,
Szechuan, and Beijing cuisines.

12. Mrs. Pound - Hidden behind an old stamp shop façade, this restaurant serves funky Southeast
Asian fusion dishes.

13. Mak's Noodles - Dive into a comforting bowl of wonton noodles at this renowned noodle
house.

14. Jumbo Kingdom - Enjoy a unique dining experience on a floating restaurant, specializing in
fresh seafood.

15. Luk Yu Tea House - Step into a historic tea house and enjoy traditional dim sum amidst a
charming atmosphere.

16. Spring Deer - Indulge in Peking Duck, carved tableside, and other exceptional Northern
Chinese dishes.

17. Cuisine Cuisine - Sample exquisite traditional dim sum and Cantonese fare in an elegant
setting.

18. Hang Heung - Don't miss out on this famous bakery specializing in traditional Chinese
pastries, including mooncakes.



19. Tim Ho Wan (Sham Shui Po) - Another branch of the Michelin-starred dim sum haven,
where classics meet innovation.

20. The Drunken Pot - Embark on a hot pot adventure with a wide selection of premium
ingredients and dipping sauces.

21. Hong Kee Restaurant - Try their signature dish, 'Steamed Milk Pudding,' a Hong Kong
dessert favorite.

22. Ichiran - Experience a solo dining concept, savoring their perfectly executed tonkotsu ramen.

23. Tai Ping Koon - Established since 1860, indulge in their classic European-style dishes paired
with local flavors.

24. Lin Heung Tea House - Transport to old Hong Kong while enjoying delicious dim sum and a
bustling atmosphere.

25. Amber - Culminate your culinary journey with French haute cuisine served with a modern
twist at this two Michelin-starred restaurant.

From street food stalls to high-end dining establishments, the city offers a cornucopia of flavors
and gastronomic experiences. Immerse yourself in the vibrant food culture and savor the unique
delights that make Hong Kong a food lover's paradise. Bon appétit!

Hong Kong's Luxurious Bar Scene: A Guide for Discerning Visitors

Hong Kong boasts an eclectic and vibrant bar scene, offering a wide array of sophisticated and
luxurious watering holes. From stunning rooftop terraces to hidden speakeasies. Indulge in
exquisite cocktails, breathtaking panoramic views, and impeccable service as you immerse
yourself in the opulent side of Hong Kong's nightlife.

1. Ozone (The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong):

Located on the 118th floor, Ozone is the world's highest bar with unparalleled views. Enjoy
creative cocktails while taking in the stunning vistas of Hong Kong's skyline.

2. Aqua Spirit (Tsim Sha Tsui):

Situated atop a high-rise in Tsim Sha Tsui, Aqua Spirit offers breathtaking panoramic views of
Victoria Harbour. Savor expertly crafted cocktails with a Japanese twist.

3. Salon de Ning (The Peninsula):

Luxurious and opulent, Salon de Ning transports guests to a bygone era of elegance and whimsy.
Delight in classic cocktails and a sophisticated ambiance.



4. Sevva (Central):

Perched on the 25th floor, Sevva boasts unparalleled vistas of the city. Enjoy a curated selection
of artisanal cocktails while gazing at Hong Kong's iconic landmarks.

5. Armani/Prive (Central):

Nestled in the heart of Central, Armani/Prive offers a chic and refined ambiance. Sip on
exclusive cocktails and dance the night away to renowned DJs.

6. Lobster Bar and Grill (Central):

Step into a world of timeless elegance at Lobster Bar and Grill. Known for its exceptional
service and extensive drink menu, this bar offers a refined atmosphere.

7. The Envoy (Central):

The Envoy combines classic elegance with colonial charm. Be captivated by their innovative
cocktail creations and a cozy, intimate setting.

8. Quinary (Central):

A trendsetter in mixology, Quinary is renowned for its molecular cocktails and interactive
drink-making experience. Expect the unexpected and prepare to be impressed.

9. Stockton (Central):

Step back in time at Stockton, a hidden speakeasy reminiscent of the Victorian era. Their expert
mixologists will craft bespoke cocktails tailored to your preferences.

10. Sevva (Central):

Perched atop the Prince's Building, Sevva treats guests to magnificent views of the city's skyline.
Savor their signature cocktails while enjoying al fresco dining.

11. Azure Restaurant Slash Bar (Tsim Sha Tsui):

Situated on the 29th floor of the Hotel Panorama, Azure offers stunning views and a
sophisticated atmosphere. Enjoy carefully crafted cocktails paired with delectable bar bites.

12. Bar De Luxe (Causeway Bay):

Experience the art of Japanese cocktail craftsmanship at Bar De Luxe. With an extensive whisky
collection and a refined interior, this chic establishment is a must-visit.

13. The Woods (Central):

Step into The Woods and be transported to a mystical forest-inspired bar. Enjoy an impressive
selection of handcrafted cocktails using fresh, locally sourced ingredients.

14. Yojimbo (Central):

Discover Yojimbo, a lavish underground speakeasy with a Japanese aesthetic. Its inventive
cocktails and vibrant atmosphere make it a favorite among luxury enthusiasts.



15. The Pontiac (Sheung Wan):

Dive into the edgy and rebellious atmosphere of The Pontiac. Known for its creative cocktails
and lively music, this bar guarantees an unforgettable night out.

16. Blue Bar (Tsim Sha Tsui):

Located at the Four Seasons Hotel, the Blue Bar boasts a stylish atmosphere with stunning
harbor views. Imbibe in craft cocktails and enjoy live jazz performances.

17. Back Bar (Wan Chai):

Hidden behind a secret door in Ham & Sherry, Back Bar is a sophisticated speakeasy that exudes
old-world charm. Sip on rare spirits or indulge in their signature creations.

18. VEA Lounge (Central):

Ascending to the 30th-floor, VEA Lounge offers a remarkable blend of French accents and East
Asian influences. Enjoy world-class cocktails in an elegant, refined setting.

19. Foxglove (Central):

Inspired by the 1950s' British gentleman's club, Foxglove is an upscale establishment that exudes
sophistication. Sample their classic cocktail menu while admiring vintage cars.

20. 001 (Central):

Hidden beneath a nondescript dry cleaner, 001 is a secretive and exclusive speakeasy. Savour
their expertly crafted cocktails while escaping the hustle and bustle of the city.

21. Aqua Luna (Central):

Embark on a luxurious bar cruise aboard the glamorous Aqua Luna. Sip champagne or cocktails
while taking in the enchanting views of Victoria Harbour at sunset.

22. The Optimist (Wan Chai):

Home to one of Hong Kong's most extensive gin collections, The Optimist offers a relaxed and
rustic atmosphere. Enjoy Spanish-inspired cocktails and tapas in a stylish setting.

23. Zuma Lounge (Central):

Part of the renowned Zuma restaurant, the Zuma Lounge is a paradise for mixology enthusiasts.
Discover their innovative cocktail menu while indulging in modern Japanese delicacies.

24. Caprice Bar (Central):

Located within the Four Seasons, Caprice Bar offers impeccable service and an impressive
selection of wines and spirits. Perfect for connoisseurs seeking refined elegance.

25. Ping Pong 129 (Sai Ying Pun):

Last but not least, venture into Ping Pong 129, a retro-chic bar nestled in an old Ping Pong sports
hall. Discover their extensive cocktail menu while enjoying the vibrant atmosphere.



Useful Cantonese phrases

These phrases will assist in basic communication and show respect to the locals. Remember to
pronounce the words accurately and practice as much as possible before your trip:

1. Hello -你好 (nei5 hou2)

2. Thank you -多謝 (dor1 ze6)

3. Please -請 (cing2)

4. Excuse me -唔好意思 (m4 ho2 ji3 si1)

5. Sorry -對唔住 (deoi3 m4 zyu6)

6. Yes -係 (hai6)

7. No -唔係 (m4 hai6)

8. I don't understand -冇明 (mou5 ming4)

9. What's your name? -你叫咩名 (nei5 giu3 me1 meng2)?

10. My name is... -我叫... (ngo5 giu3...)

11. How are you? -你好嗎 (nei5 hou2 maa1)?

12. I'm fine -我好好 (ngo5 hou2 hou2)

13. Do you speak English? -你識唔識講英文 (nei5 sik1 m4 sik1 gong2 jing1 man4)?

14. Where is...? - ...喺邊度 (hai2 bin1 dou6)?

15. How much is this? -呢個幾錢 (ni1 go3 gei2 cin2)?

16. Can I have the bill? -可唔可以比我埋單 (ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 bei2 ngo5 maai4 daan1)?

17. Cheers! -乾杯 (gon1 bui1)

18. Sorry, I don't eat meat -對唔住，我唔食肉 (deoi3 m4 zyu6, ngo5 m4 sik6 juk6)

19. Where's the restroom? -洗手間喺邊度 (sai2 sau2 gaan1 hai2 bin1 dou6)?

20. Can you help me? -你可以幫幫我嗎 (nei5 ho2 ji5 bong1 bong1 ngo5 maa3)?

21. I'm lost -我迷路咗 (ngo5 mai4 lou6 zo2)

22. Do you have Wi-Fi? -有冇Wi-Fi (jau5 mou5 Wi-Fi)?

23. What time is it? -几點喇 (gei2 dim2 laa3)?

24. Left -左邊 (zo2 bin1)

25. Right -右邊 (jau6 bin1)



26. Straight ahead -直行 (zik6 hang4)

27. Can you take a photo for me? -你可唔可以幫我影相 (nei5 ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 bong1 ngo5
jing2 soeng2)?

28. Where can I buy tickets? -喺邊度買飛 (hai2 bin1 dou6 maai5 fei1)?

29. I want to go to... -我想去 (ngo5 soeng2 heoi3)

30. Is this seat taken? -呢個位有人坐嗎 (ni1 go3 wai2 jau5 jan4 coeng5 maa3)?

31. Delicious -好味 (hou2 mei6)

32. It's too expensive -太貴喇 (taai3 gwai3 laa3)

33. This is beautiful -呢個好靚 (ni1 go3 hou2 leng3)

34. Help! -救命 (gau3 meng6)

35. Can you show me on the map? -你可唔可以喺地圖上指俾我睇 (nei5 ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 hai2
dei2 tou4 soeng6 zi2 bei2 ngo5 tai2)?

36. What's the weather like? -天氣點樣 (tin1 hei3 dim2 joeng2)?

37. I'm allergic to peanuts -我對花生敏感 (ngo5 deoi3 faa1 sang1 man5 gam1)

38. Can I try this on? -可唔可以試衫 (ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 si3 saam1)?

39. Have a nice day -祝你日日都開心 (zuk1 nei5 jat6 jat6 dou1 hoi1 sam1)

40. I'd like a table for two -我想訂一枱雙人㕑 (ngo5 soeng2 deng6 jat1 toi4 soeng1 jan4 zaa1)

41. Where can I exchange money? -喺邊度換錢 (hai2 bin1 dou6 wun6 cin2)?

42. Can you recommend a good restaurant? -你可以推介一間好餐廳 (nei5 ho2 ji5 teoi1 gaai3
jat1 gaan1 hou2 caan1 teng1)?

43. Is there a pharmacy nearby? -呢附近有冇藥房 (ni1 fu6 gan6 jau5 mou5 joek6 fong4)?

44. Take me to the airport, please -請帶我去機場 (cing2 daai3 ngo5 heoi3 gei1 coeng4)

45. Can I pay by credit card? -可唔可以用信用卡付 (ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 jung6 seon3 jung6 kaat1
fu2)?

46. It's very crowded -好擠 (hou2 zai1)

47. I need a doctor -我需要醫生 (ngo5 seoi1 jiu3 ji1 sang1)

48. Can you help me find a hotel? -你可唔可以幫我搵間酒店 (nei5 ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 bong1
ngo5 wan2 gaan1 zau2 dim3)?

49. I love Hong Kong -我鍾意香港 (ngo5 zung1 ji3 hoeng1 gong2)

50. Goodbye -再見 (zoi3 gin3)



Remember, learning a few basic Cantonese phrases can go a long way in fostering positive
interactions with locals and enhancing your overall travel experience in Hong Kong.

Top florists in Hong Kong

Petal & Poem

The florist to Hong Kong’s rich and famous, this is the flower delivery to go to if you want the
most luxury flower arrangements www.petalandpoem.com

The Floristry

The florist for flower lovers. Signature wild-style bouquets and cult tote bags your bouquets
www.the-floristry.com

Flowerbee

The largest florist in Hong Kong offering the best value flowers for delivery. Come here fo a
wide choice of flower bouquets and great flower prices www.flowerbee-hk.com

La Rose

For those who are looking for rose bouquets. This flower shop is Hong Kong’s rose expert,
crafting rose arrangements in various colors. www.larose-florist.com

Floristics Co.

This is a small eco-friendly florist offering seasonal bouquets that use ethically sourced flowers.
Offer flower delivery across Hong Kong. www.floristicsco.com

Top Culture and Arts Activities in Hong Kong

Hong Kong, a vibrant city rich in history and culture, offers a multitude of activities for art
enthusiasts and culture lovers. Embrace the opportunity to immerse yourself in this city's vibrant
art scene and experience the cultural diversity that makes Hong Kong truly unique.

1. Hong Kong Museum of Art:

http://www.petalandpoem.com
http://www.the-floristry.com
http://www.flowerbee-hk.com
http://www.larose-florist.com
http://www.floristicsco.com


Explore this renowned museum showcasing both historical and contemporary Chinese art,
including calligraphy, paintings, sculptures, and ceramics.

2. Tai Kwun:

Visit this historical compound turned art and cultural center, offering exhibitions, performances,
and immersive art installations.

3. Asia Society Hong Kong Center:

Discover this venue's rotating exhibitions and cultural programs, celebrating both local and
regional artistic talent.

4. Hong Kong Heritage Museum:

Dive into the city's rich history through various exhibits and interactive displays, including
exhibitions on Chinese opera and Cantonese traditions.

5. PMQ:

Roam through this creative hub featuring local designer shops, art galleries, and pop-up events,
showcasing Hong Kong's emerging artistic talent.

6. Hong Kong Cultural Centre:

Attend a world-class performance in this iconic waterfront venue and experience renowned
artists in disciplines like opera, dance, and music.

7. Hong Kong City Hall:

Catch a theatrical performance or orchestral concert at this historic site, featuring local and
international talents.

8. Jockey Club Creative Arts Centre:

Marvel at artists' studios, galleries, and workshops within this revitalized former industrial
building, offering a glimpse into Hong Kong's creative scene.

9. Lantau Island Monasteries:

Embark on a spiritual journey as you explore the serene Po Lin Monastery and admire the
awe-inspiring Tian Tan Buddha, the world's largest seated bronze Buddha statue.

10. Kwun Tong District:

Take a mural art tour in this up-and-coming district to witness stunning street art portraying local
culture and society.

11. Kowloon Walled City Park:

Step into history as you stroll through this tranquil park, which was once a densely populated,
lawless Chinese enclave.

12. Hong Kong Dance Company:



Witness breathtaking performances that fuse traditional Chinese dance with contemporary
influences.

13. Hong Kong Repertory Theatre:

Experience groundbreaking dramas, musicals, comedies, and experimental performances staged
by this esteemed theater company.

14. Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra:

Attend a symphony concert by this world-class orchestra, performing a repertoire ranging from
classical to modern masterpieces.

15. Hong Kong Ballet:

Be captivated by the grace and elegance of ballet performances, pushing the boundaries of
classical dance.

16. Rooftop Cinema:

Catch a movie under the stars at one of Hong Kong's rooftop cinemas, offering unique film
experiences combined with stunning cityscape views.

17. Chinese Opera:

Immerse yourself in the fascinating world of traditional Chinese opera by attending a live
performance at venues like Yau Ma Tei Theatre or Sunbeam Theatre.

18. Art Galleries in Central:

Amble through the numerous contemporary art galleries situated in the Central district,
showcasing diverse art forms from around the world.

19. Hong Kong International Film Festival:

Celebrate the art of cinema by attending this renowned film festival, which showcases both local
and international films.

20. Dragon Boat Festival:

Witness the exhilarating Dragon Boat races during this traditional Chinese festival, celebrated
with great enthusiasm throughout Hong Kong.

21. Cheung Chau Bun Festival:

Experience this lively event featuring colorful parades, lion dances, and a unique Bun
Scrambling Competition, celebrated on the island of Cheung Chau.

22. The Fringe Club:

Indulge in a performance at this landmark venue that hosts an array of live events including
theater, comedy, music, and poetry readings.

23. Hong Kong Street Art:



Embark on a self-guided tour to discover vibrant street art adorning walls and buildings in
districts such as Sheung Wan and Central.

24. Hong Kong International Arts Festival:

Savor the best of the performing arts, including theater, dance, music, and opera, during this
extensive annual festival.

25. Antique Street Markets:

Explore Cat Street and Hollywood Road, known for their lively antique shops, offering a treasure
trove of vintage art, furniture, and collectibles.

Useful reading:

Downloadable e-guidebooks and maps

https://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/plan/traveller-info/e-guidebooks.html

https://www.hk-cityguide.com/journal/best-content-to-navigate-the-city

https://www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/plan/traveller-info/e-guidebooks.html
https://www.hk-cityguide.com/journal/best-content-to-navigate-the-city

